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ABSTRACT
The basic selection ideas of the different representatives of
evolutionary algorithms are sometimes quite diverse. The
selection concept of Genetic Algorithms (GAs) and Genetic
Programming (GP) is basically realized by the selection of
above-average parents for reproduction whereas Evolution
Strategies (ES) use the fitness of newly evolved offspring as
the basis for selection (survival of the fittest due to birth
surplus). This contribution considers aspects of population
genetics and Evolution Strategies in order to propose an en-
hanced and generic selection model for Genetic Algorithms
which is able to preserve the alleles which are part of a high
quality solution. Some selected aspects of these enhanced
techniques are discussed exemplarily on the basis of stan-
dardized benchmark problems.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As some kind of approximation for the gradient informa-

tion which is not available for many optimization problems,
neighborhood search aims to obtain information about the
descent/increase of the objective function in the local neigh-
borhood of a certain point. Conventional neighborhood
search starts from an arbitrary point in the search space
and iteratively moves to more and more promising points
along a given neighborhood structure (w.r.t. the objective
function) as long as no better solution can be detected in
the local neighborhood. The self-evident drawback of this
method is that for more complex functions the algorithm
converges and gets stuck in the next attracting local opti-
mum which may be far away of a global optimum. It is a
common feature of all methods based upon neighborhood
search to counteract this essential handicap. Simulated An-
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nealing for example also allows moves to worse neighborhood
solutions with a certain probability which decreases as the
search process progresses in order to scan the solution space
broader at the beginning and to become more and more
goal-oriented at the end. Tabu Search on the other hand in-
troduces some kind of memory in terms of a so-called tabu
list which stores moves that are considered to lead to already
visited areas of the search space. However, also Evolution
Strategies (ES), a well-known representative of Evolutionary
Computation, have to be considered as some kind of parallel
neighborhood search as asexual mutation (a local operator)
is the only way to create new individuals (solution candi-
dates) in the classical ES-versions. Therefore, in the case
of multimodal search spaces, global optima are detected by
Evolution Strategies only if one of the starting values is lo-
cated in the absorbing region of a global optimum.

Genetic Algorithms and certainly also Genetic Program-
ming (GP) take a fundamentally different approach by con-
sidering recombination (crossover) as their main operator
whereby the essential difference to neighborhood-based tech-
niques is given by the fact that recombination is a sexual op-
erator, i.e. properties of individuals from different regions of
the search space are combined in new individuals. Therefore,
the advantage of applying GAs to hard problems of combi-
natorial optimization lies in their ability to scan broader
regions of the solution space than heuristic methods based
upon neighborhood search do. Nevertheless, also GAs are
frequently faced with a problem which, at least in its im-
pact, is quite similar to the problem of stagnating in a local
but not global optimum. This drawback, called premature
convergence in the terminology of GAs, occurs if the popula-
tion of a Genetic Algorithm reaches such a suboptimal state
that the genetic operators are no longer able to produce off-
spring that are able to outperform their parents (e.g. [8],
[4]). This happens if the genetic information stored in the
individuals of a population does not contain that genetic in-
formation which would be necessary to further improve the
solution quality. Therefore, in contrast to the present contri-
bution, the topic of premature convergence is considered to
be closely related to the loss of genetic variation in the entire
population in GA-research [15], [19]. In this contribution we
do not identify the reasons for premature convergence in the
loss of genetic variation in general but more specifically in
the loss of what we say essential genetic information, i.e. in
the loss of alleles which are part of a global optimal solu-
tion. Therefore, we will denote the genetic information of



the global optimal (which may be unknown a priori) solu-
tion as essential genetic information in the following. If parts
of this essential genetic information are missing, premature
convergence is already predetermined in some way.

But what are the reasons for premature convergence, or in
other words what are the reasons that this essential genetic
information is not or no more available: Firstly, one reason
for this loss of essential genetic information may be that this
alleles are simply not represented in the initial population
of the Genetic Algorithm. Then, especially in the earlier
phase of genetic search it frequently happens that essential
genetic information is hidden in individuals with bad total
fitness and is therefore eliminated due to selection. Further-
more, for the majority of GA applications it is absolutely not
guaranteed that the applied crossover operators are able to
create new children in a way that the newly evolving child
contains exactly the genetic information of its own parents.
If this is not guaranteed this fact represents a further reason
for a genetic algorithm to loose essential genetic informa-
tion and therefore cause premature convergence. The main
measure in conventional GA-theory to counteract against
this phenomenon is mutation (and migration in the parallel
variants) and indeed - as will be shown in the empirical part
of the paper - this works quite well and a lot of already lost
essential genetic information can be recovered by mutation.

The main aim of the present work is to discuss, analyze
and improve new generic theoretical concepts for avoiding or
at least retarding premature convergence in a non-problem-
specific way by taking the above stated considerations into
account:

A very essential question about the general performance
of a GA is, whether or not good parents are able to produce
children of comparable or even better fitness (the building
block hypothesis implicitly relies on this). In natural evolu-
tion, this is almost always true. For Genetic Algorithms this
property is not so easy to guarantee. The disillusioning fact
is that the user has to take care of an appropriate coding in
order to make this fundamental property hold.

In order to somehow overcome this strong requirement we
try to get to the bottom of reasons for premature conver-
gence from a technical as well as from a population genetics
inspired point of view and draw some essential interconnec-
tions.

The basic idea of the new selection model is to consider
not only the fitness of the parents in order to produce a
child for the ongoing evolutionary process. Additionally, the
fitness value of the evenly produced child is compared with
the fitness values of its own parents. The child is accepted as
a candidate for the further evolutionary process if and only
if the reproduction operator was able to produce a child
that could outperform the fitness of its own parents. This
strategy guarantees that evolution is presumed mainly with
crossover results that were able to mix the properties of
their parents in an advantageous way. I.e. survival of the
fittest alleles is rather supported than survival of
the fittest individuals which is a very essential aspect for
the preservation of essential genetic information stored in
many individuals (which may not be the fittest in the sense
of individual fitness).

The experimental part analyzes the characteristics of the
newly developed methods: As commonly done when evalu-
ating the capability of heuristic techniques, some main fea-
tures are analyzed separately.

2. SOME BASIC CONSIDERATIONS ABOUT
GA-SELECTION

In terms of goal orientedness, selection is the driving force
of GAs. In contrast to crossover and mutation, selection
is completely generic, i.e. independent of the actually em-
ployed problem and its representation. A fitness function
assigns a score to each individual in a population that indi-
cates the ’quality’ of the solution the individual represents.
The fitness function is often given as part of the problem
description or based upon the objective function. In the
Standard Genetic Algorithm the probability that a chro-
mosome in the current population is selected for reproduc-
tion is proportional to its fitness. However, there are also
many other ways of accomplishing selection. These include
roulette-wheel selection, linear-rank selection or tournament
selection (cf. e.g. [11], [14]).

However, all evenly mentioned GA-selection principles have
one thing in common:
They all just consider the aspect of sexual selection, i.e.
mechanisms of selection only come into play for the selec-
tion of parents for reproduction. The enhanced selection
model which will be described in the following section de-
fies this limitation by considering selection in a more general
sense.

2.1 The Afflatus of Population Genetics for the
Redesign of GA Selection

In the following we describe and aim to bring together
technical as well as biologically motivated considerations in
order to motivate the concepts proposed in this paper. The
following listing itemizes the most essential aspect in the de-
velopment phase of the new methods in the above mentioned
sense:

• Selection and Selection Pressure: In the theory
of Genetic Algorithms selection and selection pressure
are predetermined by the so-called mating scheme and
by the replacement strategy actually deployed. By
that it should be achieved that offspring of highly fit
individuals are represented in the next generation with
a higher probability than offspring of average or be-
low average individuals. The goal of this procedure
is a continuous advancement of the population over
the generations. Typical mating schemes are roulette
wheel, linear rank or tournament. This classical GA
selection concept is known as sexual selection in the
terminology of population genetics. In the popula-
tion genetics view, sexual selection covers only a rather
small aspect of selection which appears when individu-
als have to compete to attract mates for reproduction.
The population genetics basic selection model consid-
ers the selection process in the following way:

random mating → selection → random mating → se-
lection → ......

I.e. selection is considered to depend mainly on the
probability of surviving of newborn individuals until
they reach pubescence which is called viability in the
terminology of population genetics. The essential as-
pect of offspring selection in the interpretation of selec-
tion is rarely considered in conventional GA selection.
The classical (µ, λ) Evolution Strategy in contrast does



this very well: Reconsidering the basic functioning of
a (µ, λ) ES in terms of selection µ parents produce λ
(λ ≥ µ) offspring from which the best µ are selected as
members of the next generation. In contrast to GAs
where selection pressure is predetermined by the choice
of the mating scheme and the replacement strategy, ES
allow an easy steering of selection pressure by the ra-
tio between µ and λ. The selection pressure steering
model introduced in section 3 picks up this basic idea
of ES and transforms these concepts for GAs in order
to be have an adjustable selection pressure (indepen-
dent of the mating scheme and replacement strategy)
at one’s disposal.

Our advanced selection scheme allowing self-adaptive
steering of selection pressure aims to transform the
basic ideas for improving the performance of GAs. In
doing so the survival probability is determined by a
comparison of the fitness of the newly generated indi-
vidual with the fitness values of its parents. Indeed, as
demonstrated in the experimental part, it appears that
the first sexual selection step (selection before repro-
duction) as in case of a standard GA does not drasti-
cally effect the qualitative or quantitative performance
of the algorithm if being equipped with the newly de-
fined offspring selection step (selection after reproduc-
tion). Even with random sexual selection (correspond-
ing to the basic model of the population genetic’s se-
lection model) the results were about the same or even
better than with roulette wheel or linear-rank as the
first selection step. A very important consequence of
selection in population genetics as well as in evolution-
ary computation is its influence on certain alleles. As a
matter of principle there are four possibilities for each
allele in the population :

– The allele may be fixed in the population.

– The allele may disappear in the population.

– The allele may converge to an equilibrium state.

– No change in the allele frequency.

The basic approaches for retarding premature conver-
gence discussed in GA literature aim to maintain ge-
netic diversity. The most common techniques for this
purpose are based upon preselection [6], crowding [7],
or fitness-sharing [9]. The main idea of these tech-
niques is to maintain genetic diversity by the preferred
replacement of similar individuals [6], [7] or by the
fitness-sharing of individuals which are located in densely
populated regions [9]. While methods based upon [7]
or [9] require some kind of neighborhood measure de-
pending on the problem representation, [9] is addition-
ally quite restricted to proportional selection. More-
over, these techniques have the common goal to main-
tain genetic diversity which is very important in natu-
ral evolution where a rich gene pool is the guarantor in
terms of adaptiveness w.r.t. changing environmental
conditions.

In case of artificial genetic search as being performed
by a Genetic Algorithm the optimization goal does not
change during the run of a GA and the fixing of alleles
of high quality solutions is desirable in the same man-
ner as the erasement of alleles which are definitely not

part of a good solution in order to reduce the search
space and make genetic search more goal-oriented. I.e.
we claim that pure diversity maintenance mechanisms
as suggested in [6], [7], or [9] do not support goal-
oriented genetic search w.r.t the locating of global op-
timal solutions.

• Adjustable Selection Pressure: One interpreta-
tion of GA-selection similar to the concepts of a (µ, λ)
Evolution Strategy is to generate an intermediate pop-
ulation (what is called virtual population in our nota-
tion) of size |POP | · T (T ≥ 1) by sexual selection,
crossover and mutation from the actual population of
size |POP |. Then, similar to the interpretation of ES-
selection, the best |POP | members from the virtual
population are chosen as members of the real next
generation that contains the genetic information for
the evolutionary process yet to come. The remaining
(1− T ) · |POP | candidates can be seen as individuals
that do not reach the age of sexual maturity. A practi-
cal problem in the technical appliance of this technique
is that it does not contain any indicator about the ef-
fectiveness of actual genetic search, the effectiveness of
the actually used operators, etc. I.e. there is no infor-
mation about the amount of selection pressure to be
employed at a certain stage of genetic search. The aim
is on the one hand to provide enough selection pres-
sure for not losing essential building block information.
On the other hand too much selection pressure causes
unwanted premature convergence to a suboptimal so-
lution. Even if this concept of selection pressure steer-
ing has already proven to be very powerful in terms
of stability and global solution quality [1], [2] it is a
time consuming task to find an advantageous steering
of (T ) that requires an experienced user. These con-
siderations already highly indicate the need for some
kind of self-adaptation. The essential question is how
to introduce self-adaptation into the GA-selection pro-
cess in a generic i.e. non problem specific way. The
approach which we have developed for this reason will
be described in the following.

3. AN ENHANCED SELECTION MODEL
INTRODUCING SELF-ADAPTIVE STEER-
ING OF SELECTION PRESSURE

The basic idea to create and evaluate a certain amount
(greater or equal population size) of offspring, to be consid-
ered for future members of the next generation, is adapted
from Evolution Strategies. Self-adaption comes into play
when considering the question which amount of offspring is
necessary to be created at each round, and which of these
candidates are to be selected as members of the next gener-
ation, i.e. for the ongoing evolutionary process. In order to
keep the concepts generic, no problem specific information
about the solution space is allowed to be used for stating
the self-adaptive model. Thus, it is desirable to systemati-
cally utilize just the fitness information of the individuals of
the actual generation for building up the next generation of
individuals, in order to keep the new concepts and methods
generic. In principle, the new selection strategy acts in the
following way:



The first selection step chooses the parents for crossover
either randomly or in the well-known way of Genetic Algo-
rithms by roulette-wheel, linear-rank, or some kind of tour-
nament selection strategy. After having performed crossover
and mutation with the selected parents we introduce a fur-
ther selection mechanism that considers the success of the
apparently applied reproduction in order to assure the pro-
ceeding of genetic search mainly with successful offspring
in that way that the used crossover and mutation opera-
tors were able to create a child that surpasses its parents’
fitness. Therefore, a new parameter, called success ratio
(SuccRatio ∈ [0, 1]), is introduced. The success ratio gives
the quotient of the next population members that have to be
generated by successful mating in relation to the total pop-
ulation size. Our adaptation of Rechenberg’s success rule
[12] for Genetic Algorithms says that a child is successful if
its fitness is better than the fitness of its parents, whereby
the meaning of ’better’ has to be explained in more detail:
is a child better than its parents, if it surpasses the fitness
of the weaker, the better, or is it in fact some kind of mean
value of both?

For this problem we have decided to introduce a cooling
strategy similar to Simulated Annealing. Following the basic
principle of Simulated Annealing we claim that an offspring
only has to surpass the fitness value of the worse parent in
order to be considered as ’successful’ at the beginning and
while evolution proceeds the child has to be better than a
fitness value continuously increasing between the fitness of
the weaker and the better parent. Like in the case of Simu-
lated Annealing, this strategy effects a broader search at the
beginning whereas at the end of the search process this oper-
ator acts in a more and more directed way. Having filled up
the claimed ratio (SuccRatio) of the next generation with
successful individuals in the above meaning, the rest of the
next generation ((1 − SuccRatio) · |POP |) is simply filled
up with individuals randomly chosen from the pool of in-
dividuals that were also created by crossover but did not
reach the success criterion. The actual selection pressure
ActSelPress at the end of a single generation is defined by
the quotient of individuals that had to be considered until
the success ratio was reached and the number of individuals
in the population in the following way:

ActSelPress =
|POP |SuccRatio + |POOL|

|POP |
Figure 1 shows the operating sequence of the above de-

scribed concepts. With an upper limit of selection pressure
(MaxSelPress) defining the maximum number of children
considered for the next generation (as a multiple of the ac-
tual population size) that may be produced in order to fulfill
the success ratio, this new model also functions as a precise
detector of premature convergence:

If it is no longer possible to find a sufficient number of
(SuccRatio · |POP |) offspring outperforming their own par-
ents even if (MaxSelPress · |POP |) candidates have been
generated, premature convergence has occurred.

As a basic principle of this selection model a higher success
ratio causes higher selection pressure. Nevertheless, higher
settings of success ratio and therefore of selection pressure do
not necessarily cause premature convergence as the preser-
vation of fitter alleles is additionally supported and not only
the preservation of fitter individuals.

Also it becomes possible within this model to state selec-
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Figure 1: Flowchart for embedding the new selection
principle into a Genetic Algorithm.

tion pressure in a very intuitive way that is quite similar
to the notation of selection pressure in Evolution Strategies.
Concretely, we define the actual selection pressure as the ra-
tio of individuals that had to be generated in order to fulfill
the success ratio to the population size. For example, if we
work with a population size of say 100 and it would be nec-
essary to generate 1000 individuals in order to fulfill the suc-
cess ratio, the actual selection pressure would have a value
of 10. Via these means we are in a position to attack sev-
eral reasons for premature convergence as illustrated in the
following sections. Furthermore, this strategy has proven to
act as a precise mechanism for self-adaptive selection pres-
sure steering, which is of major importance in the migration
phases of parallel evolutionary algorithms. The aspects of
offspring selection w.r.t. parallel GAs are combined in the
parallel SASEGASA-algorithm [3], [4].

4. EMPIRICAL WORK
The empirical section is subdivided into three parts:

The first subsection aims to highlight the main message of
the paper (preservation of essential alleles) whereas the sec-
ond subsection aims to touch on further subjects concerning
the effects of self-adaptive offspring selection. As the scope
of the present work does not allow a deeper and more so-
phisticated analysis of different problem situations, the third
part of the experimental discussion gives some references to
related contributions which include a more detailed and sta-
tistically more relevant experimental discussion on the basis
of several benchmark but also practical problems on which
we have applied the new selection model recently.

4.1 Preservation of Essential Genetic Infor-
mation

This subsection aims to point out the importance of muta-
tion for the recovery of essential genetic information in the
case of conventional GAs in order to oppose these results
with the results being achieved with the enhanced selection
model discussed in this paper. By reasons of compactness,
the results are mainly shown on the basis of diagrams and
give only a brief description of introduced operators, pa-
rameter settings, and test environments. Furthermore, the
chosen benchmark instance is of rather small dimension in
order to allow the observation of essential alleles during the
run of the algorithm.



Figure 2: The effect of mutation in case of a stan-
dard GA for the ch130 benchmark TSP.

The results displayed in Figure 2 show the effect of muta-
tion for reintroducing already lost genetic information. The
horizontal line of the diagram shows the number of itera-
tions and the vertical line stands for the solution quality.
The bottom line indicates the global optimal solution which
is known for this benchmark test case. The three curves of
the diagram show the performance of a Genetic algorithm
with no mutation, with a typical value of 5% mutation as
well as a rather high mutation rate of 10%. For each of
the three curves the lower line stands for the best solution
of the actual population and the upper line shows the av-
erage fitness value of the population members. The results
with no mutation are extremely weak and the quality curve
stagnates very soon and far away from the global optimum.
The best and average solution quality are the same and no
further evolutionary process is possible - premature conver-
gence has occurred. As already stated before, mutation is a
very essential feature of standard GAs in order to avoid pre-
mature convergence. But also a rather high mutation rate
of 10% produces results which are not very satisfying and
indeed the best results are achieved with a mutation rate
which is very typical for GA applications - namely a muta-
tion rate of 5%. Considering a standard benchmark problem
like the ch130 (a 130 city TSP taken from the TSPLib [13])
with one single best solution allows to consider the edges of
the shortest path as the essential alleles whose preservation
during the run can be observed. The following figures in-
dicate the spreading of essential alleles during the runs of
the certain algorithms. This is visualized by inserting bar
charts which have to be considered as snapshots after a cer-
tain number of iterations approximately corresponding to
the position in the figure. The higher a certain bar (130
bars for a 130-city TSP) the higher the relative occurrence
of the corresponding essential allele in the population.

Figure 3 shows the distribution of essential alleles over the
iterations for a standard GA with a mutation rate of 5%.
The interesting thing is that some minor ratio of essential
alleles is rapidly fixed in the population and the majority of
essential alleles which are still missing have disappeared in
the entire population. During the further run of the algo-
rithm it is only mutation which can reintroduce this essential
genetic information. As it could be seen in Figure 2, with-
out mutation premature convergence would already have oc-
curred at this early state of evolutionary search. But with
an appropriate mutation rate (5% in this example) more and
more essential alleles are discovered ending up with quite a
good solution. But there is still a gap to the global optimum

Figure 3: The distribution of essential genetic in-
formation in case of a standard GA for the ch130
benchmark TSP.

caused by that alleles which could not be recovered due to
mutation. The next figures will show how the new selection
concept is able to close this gap and make the algorithm
much more independent of mutation.

So let us take a closer look at the distribution of essential
genetic information in the population when using the en-
hanced selection concepts. The next curve (Figure 4) shows
the quality curve and the distribution of essential alleles for
5% mutation which was able to achieve the best results in
case of a standard GA.

Figure 4: The distribution of essential genetic infor-
mation when using the enhanced selection concept
considering the ch130 benchmark TSP.

When applying the GA with the new selection principle
to the same benchmark test case one can see that the global
optimal solution is detected in only about 100 iterations.
Nevertheless, the computational effort is comparable to the
standard GA as much more individuals have to be evalu-
ated at each iteration step due to the higher selection pres-
sure. Considering the distribution of essential alleles we see
a totally different situation. Almost no essential alleles get
lost and the ratio of essential alleles continuously increases
in order to end up with a final population that contains al-
most all pieces of essential genetic information and therefore
achieving a very good solution. This shows that the essen-
tial alleles are preserved much more effectively and indicates
that the influence of mutation should be much less. But is
this really the case? In order to answer this question, let
us consider the same example with the same settings - only
without mutation.

And indeed the assumption holds and also without mu-
tation the algorithm finds a solution which is very close to
the global optimum. The essential alleles interfuse the pop-



Figure 5: The distribution of essential genetic infor-
mation when using the enhanced selection concept
considering the ch130 benchmark TSP without mu-
tation.

ulation more and more and almost all of them are mem-
bers of the final population. Reconsidering the standard
GA without mutation the algorithm was prematurely con-
verging very soon with a very bad total quality.

4.2 Experimental Studies of Some More As-
pects on the Basis of Small TSP Instances

The analysis of producible results considering various al-
gorithms and benchmark test cases still denotes the most
commonly used and possibly also the most objective way to
analyze the potential of heuristic optimization techniques.

In our experiments, all computations are performed on
Pentium 4 PCs with 1 GB RAM under Windows XP. The
environment in which the algorithms are implemented and
tested is HeuristicLab1 [16]. For the tests shown here we
have selected some rather small instances of the Travelling
Salesman Problem (TSP) taken from the TSPLIB [13]. Ref-
erence to more sophisticated tests also on higher dimensional
TSP instances are given in the next subsection. In all exper-
iments, the results are represented as the relative difference
to the best known solution defined as relativeDifference =
( Result

Optimal
− 1) · 100%.

However, it is to be pointed out once again that the newly
introduced methods are by no means restricted or somehow
optimized to routing problems like the TSP. Further ex-
perimental tests on other combinatorial optimization prob-
lems like the JSSP (Job Shop Scheduling Problem), the
MPSP (Multi Processor Scheduling Problem), or the TTP
(Timetabling Problem) have already been performed and
show the same effects and improvements as being described
here for the TSP. References are given in subsection 4.3.

In order to not dilute the effects of the different aspects
too much, some selected aspects are pointed out separately
in this section.

4.2.1 Operator Improvement and Independence of
Sexual Selection

The first aspect to be considered is the effect of the en-
hanced selection model to the quality improvement of dif-
ferent crossover operators. To visualize the positive effects
of the new methods in a more obvious way we also present
results that were generated by a classical GA with genera-

1More details can be found on the HeuristicLab homepage
http://www.heuristiclab.com.

tional replacement and 1-elitism.
Remarkable in this context is the effect that also crossover

operators that are considered as rather unsuitable for the
TSP [10] achieve quite good results in combination with the
new selection model. The reason for this behavior is given
by the fact that in our selection principle only children that
have emerged as a good combination of their parents’ at-
tributes are considered for the further evolutionary process,
if the success ratio is set to a higher range. In combination
with a higher upper value for the maximum selection pres-
sure genetic search can therefore be guided advantageously
also for poor crossover operators as the larger amount of
handicapped offspring is simply not considered for the fur-
ther evolutionary process.

Additionally to the already mentioned aspect that the en-
hanced selection mechanism is able to improve the perfor-
mance of the certain crossover operators it is furthermore
observable that the new self-adaptive selection model makes
the performance of the GA almost independent of sexual
selection in terms of qualitative performance.

Table 1: Parameter values used in the test runs of
the several algorithms

Classical GA with several selection mechanisms
(Tab. 2, Tab. 3, Tab. 4)

Generations 100’000
Population Size 120
Elitism Rate 1
Mutation Rate 0.05
Selection Operator Roulette, Linear Rank resp. Random
Mutation Operator Inversion & Translocation

GA with self-adaptive selection in
combination with several sexual selection mechanisms

(Tab. 5, Tab. 6, Tab. 7)
Population Size 500
Elitism Rate 1
Mutation Rate 0.1
Selection Operator Roulette, Linear Rank resp. Random
Mutation Operator Inversion & Translocation
Success Ratio 0.7
Maximum Selection Pressure 250

In Tab. 2, 3, and 4 the results achieved with the conven-
tional GA using either roulette-wheel (Tab. 2), linear-rank
(Tab. 3) respectively random, i.e. no, (Tab. 4) selection are
listed. On the other hand Tab. 5, 6, and 7 show the results
achieved with the enhanced self-adaptive selection concept
using either roulette-wheel (Tab. 5), linear-rank (Tab. 6), or
no (Tab. 7) sexual selection.

The fixed parameter values for all algorithms that were
used in the different test runs of the present subsection are
given in Tab. 1. All values presented in the following tables
are the best resp. average values of twenty independent test
runs executed for each test case.

Table 2: Experimental results achieved with the
classical GA using roulette-wheel selection

Results with
roulette-wheel selection

Evaluated
Problem Crossover Best Av: Solutions

berlin52 OX 0.00 3.76 12’000’000
berlin52 ERX 5.32 7.73 12’000’000
berlin52 MPX 21.74 26.52 12’000’000
ch130 OX 3.90 5.41 12’000’000
ch130 ERX 142.57 142.62 12’000’000
ch130 MPX 83.57 85.07 12’000’000

kroa200 OX 3.14 4.69 12’000’000
kroa200 ERX 325.92 336.19 12’000’000
kroa200 MPX 146.94 148.08 12’000’000

Similar improvements of solution quality are also observ-



able when comparing the GA using linear-rank selection
with the enhanced GA using linear-ranking as the first se-
lection step. So far the results underpin the crossover im-
provement not only for roulette-wheel selection but also for
linear-ranking.

What is really notable is the comparison of Tab. 4 and
Tab. 7. Firstly, it is barely remarkable that a GA with no
(i.e. random) sexual selection is unable of producing high-
quality results. So the results of Tab. 4 are in the region
of random search which is caused by the 1-elitism (the only
goal-oriented force under these settings). What is really re-
markable is that the results of the new GA with enhanced
selection and no sexual selection (Tab. 7) are about the same
than the results obtained with roulette-wheel respectively
with linear-rank as the first selection step. This observation
supports the theory of population genetics that sexual selec-
tion really plays a rather inferior role in the natural selection
process.

Table 3: Experimental results achieved with the
classical GA using linear-rank selection

Results with
linear-rank selection

Evaluated
Problem Crossover Best Av: Solutions

berlin52 OX 0.00 5.40 12’000’000
berlin52 ERX 2.52 4.58 12’000’000
berlin52 MPX 20.90 27.31 12’000’000
ch130 OX 5.60 8.88 12’000’000
ch130 ERX 99.18 128.47 12’000’000
ch130 MPX 85.78 97.46 12’000’000

kroa200 OX 8.58 12.24 12’000’000
kroa200 ERX 351.41 365.80 12’000’000
kroa200 MPX 144.25 150.34 12’000’000

Table 4: Experimental results achieved with the
classical GA using no (random) sexual selection

Results with
random selection

Evaluated
Problem Crossover Best Av: Solutions

berlin52 OX 25.07 31.85 12’000’000
berlin52 ERX 80.54 89.96 12’000’000
berlin52 MPX 52.24 78.52 12’000’000
ch130 OX 148.54 161.77 12’000’000
ch130 ERX 397.46 406.94 12’000’000
ch130 MPX 252.59 286.18 12’000’000

kroa200 OX 296.22 309.71 12’000’000
kroa200 ERX 667.71 692.22 12’000’000
kroa200 MPX 420.76 464.49 12’000’000

Table 5: Experimental results achieved with the new
selection principle using using roulette-wheel sexual
selection

Results with
roulette-wheel selection

Evaluated
Problem Crossover Best Av: Solutions

berlin52 OX 0.00 3.88 15’964’680
berlin52 ERX 0.00 3.10 16’337’700
berlin52 MPX 0.00 1.45 11’775’071
berlin52 OX,ERX,MPX 0.00 0.72 7’204’601
ch130 OX 3.88 5.40 15’602’824
ch130 ERX 4.02 5.30 16’920’451
ch130 MPX 1.83 3.53 13’994’686
ch130 OX,ERX,MPX 0.00 2.71 7’702’818

kroa200 OX 2.25 5.72 10’814’980
kroa200 ERX 5.10 5.99 18’268’888
kroa200 MPX 5.21 7.65 12’296’581
kroa200 OX,ERX,MPX 0.00 2.78 6’647’256

4.3 References to Recent Related Works

Table 6: Experimental results achieved with the new
selection principle using using linear-rank sexual se-
lection

Results with
linear-rank selection

Evaluated
Problem Crossover Best Av: Solutions

berlin52 OX 2.29 4.94 7’448’762
berlin52 ERX 0.00 1.92 399’296
berlin52 MPX 0.00 3.92 8’199’592
berlin52 OX,ERX,MPX 0.00 1.59 60’920’006
ch130 OX 3.04 7.90 2’515’637
ch130 ERX 4.36 5.36 1’245’727
ch130 MPX 2.22 3.61 9’029’807
ch130 OX,ERX,MPX 2.16 2.80 61’759’481

kroa200 OX 8.14 9.30 2’011’929
kroa200 ERX 6.28 8.12 4’822’588
kroa200 MPX 5.63 6.37 8’527’427
kroa200 OX,ERX,MPX 1.75 2.79 57’493’081

Table 7: Experimental results achieved with the new
selection principle using using no (random) sexual
selection

Results with
random selection

Evaluated
Problem Crossover Best Av: Solutions

berlin52 OX 3.09 5.62 16’045’200
berlin52 ERX 0.00 1.35 16’938’904
berlin52 MPX 0.00 3.78 19’307’034
berlin52 OX,ERX,MPX 0.00 1.45 7’233’215
ch130 OX 2.24 4.59 15’281’043
ch130 ERX 2.27 5.20 18’840’038
ch130 MPX 3.60 4.77 23’164’733
ch130 OX,ERX,MPX 0.00 2.05 6’797’867

kroa200 OX 3.77 6.49 13’188’469
kroa200 ERX 118.61 121.78 28’406’603
kroa200 MPX 3.13 4.04 22’728’010
kroa200 OX,ERX,MPX 0.00 2.72 6’171’308

The basic concepts of the enhanced selection ideas as
published in the present paper have already emerged more
than one year ago. As the actual focus (like also stated in
the present contribution) is to study the properties of the
new selection concepts systematically, the potential w.r.t.
achievable advancements in global solution quality were ob-
vious immediately. Therefore, the main aim of the first
works in this area was to check the generality of the new
algorithmic concepts by applying them to various theoreti-
cally as well as practically relevant problems. And indeed
this worked out very well and it was possible to demonstrate
similar effects and achievements in global solution quality
in various areas of application under very different problem
codifications with exactly that enhanced generic selection
techniques as being proposed in this paper.

While the last subsections considered only relatively small
TSP instances in order to illustrate some selected aspects,
journal article [4] includes a detailed and comprehensive
empirical analysis also based on TSP instances of much
higher dimension. Furthermore, [4] gives a comprehensive
solution analysis based on several real valued n-dimensional
test functions (like the n-dimensional Rosenbrock, Rastri-
gin, Griewangk, Ackley, or Schwefel’s sine root function).
Also here it is possible to locate the global optimal solution
in dimensions up to n = 2000 with exactly the same generic
extensions of the selection model as being stated here - only
the crossover- and mutation-operators have been replaced
with standard operators for real-valued encoding.

But also in practical applications like the Optimization
of Production Planning in a Real-World Manufacturing En-
vironment based on an extended formulation of the Job-
shop Scheduling Problem [5] a significant increase in solution



quality could be accomplished with the described methodol-
ogy. Especially in combination with Genetic Programming
self-adaptive selection pressure steering has already proven
to be very powerful. In [17] and [18] we report first re-
sults achieved in the context of nonlinear structure iden-
tification based on time-series data of a diesel combustion
engine. Concretely the aim of this project is the develop-
ment of models for the NOx emission. Already until now
it has become possible with a GP-based approach equipped
with offspring selection to identify models which are supe-
rior to the models achieved with conventional GP-techniques
and also superior to machine learning techniques which have
also been considered in earlier stages of this project. Very
recently we have adapted this GP-approach for the appli-
cation on symbolic as well as logistic regression problems.
First results achieved on benchmark classification problems
(taken from the UCI machine learning repository) indicate
a high potential also in these areas of application. 2

5. CONCLUSION
Possibly the most important feature of the newly intro-

duced concepts is that the achievable solution quality can
be improved in a non-problem specific manner so that it
can be applied to all areas of application for which the the-
ory of Genetic Algorithms and Genetic Programming pro-
vides suitable operators. Further aspects worth mentioning
concern the robustness and self-adaptiveness of the popu-
lation genetics inspired measures: Basically weak operators
become powerful and the selection pressure is steered self-
adaptively in a way that the amount of selection pressure
actually applied is that high that further progress of evo-
lutionary search can be achieved. Nevertheless the newly
developed selection techniques are not problem specific at
all (cf. subsection 4.3.). Possible future research topics in
that area are certainly to open new areas of application due
to the increased robustness and also more theoretical topics
like the analysis of various aspects of population genetics
and their interaction with concrete applications of Evolu-
tionary computation. Especially for the theory of parallel
Genetic Algorithms the interactions between genetic drift
and migration should be a very fruitful field of research.
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